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INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, J will denote the category of left modules over a 
nonzero ring R. If _C is a small category, then the R-cohomological dimension 
of _C is defined by 
cd,_C=pdAR, 
where pd denotes projective dimension and AR is the constant R-valued 
functor in the functor category J?c. In this paper we continue our 
investigation of what cd, _C < 1 means when _C is a partially ordered set. We 
recall two theorems related to this question. In the following, co stands for 
any infinite ordinal and K_, = 1. 
THEOREM 1 [6]. Let _Cop be a directed set, and suppose K,, is the 
smallest curdinal number r>f a coJinal subset, ---I < n < 00. Then 
cd, C=n --1 1. 
In particular, cd, c < 1 if and only if cop has a countable cofinal subset. 
We shall denote the following poset by _C,, 2 ,< n < CO, where arrows are 
understood to descend, and there are n elements in each of the top two rows. 
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THEOREM 2 [3]. Zf _C is a poset with dcc, then cd, _C < 1 if and only if_C 
does not contain _C, as a retract in the category of posets and order 
preserving maps (2 < n < co). 
Another fact (Lemma 17) which will result easily from the discussion in 
Section 1 is the following. Let _C be a poset, and let c be the poset obtained 
from _C by adding two incomparable elements, each preceding every member 
of _C. Then 
cdRc= 1 +cd,_C. 
Combining this with Theorem 1, we see that if ‘/ is any limit ordinal, then 
We now describe the class of posets to be considered in this paper. 
Observe first that every directed subset of a poset is contained in a maximal 
directed subset (Zorn’s lemma). If _C is any poset, we define a tail of _C to be 
a (full) subset &I such that Mop is a maximal directed subset of cop. If&l is 
a tail of _C, let &4’ be the subset of &f consisting of those elements which are 
in no other tail. If M’ is nonempty, then &Pop is a cofinal subset of &PP. In 
general, M’ can be empty, but not under the assumption that each element of 
_C be contained in only a finite number of tails (Lemma 12). In this case let 
&Ji, i E I, be the tails of _C, and let _d be the disjoint union 
c= 
i 
_C- iJ &Zi U {e,(iEZ}, 
iel 1 
where the order on the first term is inherited from _C, and the only order 
relations involving the e, are of the form ei < p, where p E Mi - MI. Then 
the main result of the paper is the following. 
THEOREM 3. Let _C be a poset in which each element is contained in oniv 
a finite number of tails. Then cd,, _C < 1 ly and only l$Kf” h$s a countable 
cofinal subset for each tail &f, and c contains neither _C, nor yap as a retract, 
where 2 < n < 00 and y is a limit ordinal. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Consider exact functors 
between abclian categories. If I9 N IS, then 
pdSA>pd,4 
for all A EA. On the other hand, if S is left adjoint to T, then 
(1) 
pdSA<pdA (2) 
for all A EA. These are easy exercises on projective resolutions or Yoneda 
Ext, depending on how one wishes to define projective dimension. 
Let _D be a retract of _C in Cat. This means that there are functors 
Q -+ _C-+ _D whose composite is the identity. These induce exact functors 
..HJ +?/,yC +‘. Rx whose composite is the identity. Since S(AR) = AH, we 
obtain as a special case of (1): 
LEMMA 4. If _U is a retract of _C, then cd, _C > cd, _O. 
Henceforth, _C will be a posct, and its subsets will be considered as posets 
with the inherited order. A subset _D is closed if q E _O, p < q + p E _O. The 
complement of a closed set is open. 
LKMMA 5. If _D is an open subset of the poser _C and S: .H”’ -t.kJ 
extends diagrams by adding zeros. then 
pd SD = pd D 
for all D E .M&. 
Prooj: S is left adjoint to restriction T, both functors arc exact, and 13 
is the identity. 
LEMMA 6. Let _D be a subset of a poset _C such that for each q E _C the 
set ( p E E 1 p < q} has a terminal element . Then 
cd, _C = cd,, 0. 
Moreover, _U is a retract of _C. 
Proof: Let S:.&B -+.X/- extend diagrams D by placing a copy of D(t) 
at q. Then again S is left adjoint to restriction T, both functors are exact. 7’S 
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is the identity, and S(AR) = AR. The second statement is obvious, assigning t 
to 9 in the retraction. 
LEMMA 7. If &I is a closed subset of the poser _C, then 
pdD(_D<pdD 
for all D E. &. In particular, cd, @ ,< cd, _C. 
Proof: Restriction has as its right adjoint the functor which extends a 
diagram by adding zeros, and both functors are exact. 
If 9 E _C, then cq denotes the closed subset ( p ! p < q} and & denotes the 
open subset (plp>9). 
LEMMA 8 18, Lemma 4 I. If _C is any poset, then an object D E ..zcY- is 
projective if and only zy D ICY, is projective for all q E _C. Consequently 
cd, _C = sup cd, g,. 
” 
The proof uses Zorn’s lemma. 
If p E _C, then we have the evaluation functor .RC -+..X given by 
D M D(p). Its left adjoint S, is given by 
S,(A)(q) = A if P<9 
= 0 otherwise. 
If A is projective, then so is S,,(A). Let 
E = @ &(A,,). (3) 
PCC 
Then E(q)= aPG9AD. If D E.LC, we can choose an epimorphism 
A,, + D(p) in d with A,, projective for each p E _C. These induce an 
epimorphism 
in AC. If D is projective, then E splits, and so every projective in M’ is a 
retract of one of the form (3). In fact, one has a much better result. 
THEOREM 9 (Hdppner and Lenzing 141). Every projective in .NL is oj 
the form (3) with each A,, projective in .H. 
This is proved by first generalizing a theorem of Gruson and I. Beck on 
4X I .‘77.‘2-8 
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the decomposition of projective modules, and then applying it to the ringoid 
R_C. 
If _D is a subset of a poset _C, we say that an object L E.k’ is generated 
in _D if for each q E _C the obvious morphism 
0 UP) --) L(q) 
P,<4 
PG! 
is an epimorphism. 
LEMMA 10. Consider an exact sequence in ..Hc 
where L is gerterated in _O, _D is a closed subset oj’_C, P is projective, and 
K 1 _D = 0. Then K is projective. 
Proof: By Theorem 9, P has the form (3) with A, projective. Evaluating 
the sequence at q E _O, we then obtain an epimorphism 
L(q)+ 0 A,. 
PC9 
Since L is generated in _O, the sequence evaluated at any q E _C looks like 
L(q)-, @ A,+ @ A,4 
PC4 P<9 
PdB 
It follows that K has the form @ pen SPA,. Therefore K is projective. 
LEMMA 11. Let cop be a directed set, _D”” a cofinal subset, and consider 
the obvious exact sequence 
O-+L-+ @ S,(R)+AR+O. 
PSL? 
Then L is generated in Q. 
Proof: The middle term, evaluated at q E _C, can be considered as the 
free R-module on generators p, where p Q 4 and p E 0, Then L(q) is the 
submodule consisting of sums of the form 
x = i ripi, ri E R, pi < q, pi E 0, t] ri = 0. 
i=I 
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Since _DoQ is directed, we can find t E D with t <pi, 1 < i < n. Then we can 
write 
x = 2 r,(p, - t). 
i- I 
Since pi - f E L(p,) for each i, the result follows. 
2. THE REDUCTION TOM 
If _D is a directed subset of a poset _C, then ( p E _Cj p < q for some q E _O} 
is also directed. Thus maximal directed subsets of _C are closed, and so tails 
of _C are open (see the introduction for the definition). It follows that if&f is 
a tail and &f’ consists of all those elements of &4 which are in no other tail, 
then &f’ is closed in _C. Consequently if &I’ is nonempty, then &Pop is a 
cofinal subset of &PQ. Note that if p is minimal in _C, then P_C is a tail. 
EXAMPLE. Let _C be the poset (tree) of all words on two letters A, B, 
where one word is less than another if it extends it (e.g., BAB > BABBA). 
Then each tail &4 is of the form ooQ, and &4’ is empty. 
LEMMA 12. Suppose that each element of a poset is in only a finite 
wmber of tails. Then &l’ is nonempty for each tail &I. 
Proof. Let q E &f, and let M,,..., &I, be the other tails containing 4. Let 
LJ/ E &4 - &Ii, 1 < i < n, and let t be a lower bound for 4 and the pi in &I. 
Since each &I, is open, we see t & M,, 1 < i ,< n. Also if _N is a tail not 
containing 9, then t @ &’ since otherwise 4 E _N. 
LEMMA 13. If&l is a tail of _C and &4’ is nonempty, then 
cd, _C > cd, &I. 
Proof. Since &4’ is closed in _C and M’op is cofinal in MOPI we have 
cd,_C>cd,M’=cd,M 
oy Lemma 7 and Theorem 1. 
Now consider a poset _C with tails &Ii, i E I, and suppose that each 
:lement is in only finitely many tails. Let AiR denote the constant R-valued 
diagram in J@. Since&is open in _C, we can let AiR be the extension to _C 
which adds zeros, and A,R is a subobject of AR E./“. The inclusions then 
nduce the epimorphism in the exact sequnce 
O+K-+@A,R+AR+O. (4) 
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LEMMA 14. If each element of _C is in only finitely many of the tails &f; 5 
then cd, _C < 1 if and only if K is projectiue and cd, &Ii < 1 for all i E I. 
Proof: By Lemma 5 we have 
pdA,R =pdAiR. 
Therefore if cd, Mi < 1 for all i, then the middle term in (4) has projective 
dimension <I. From (4) it follows that if, further, K is projective, then 
cd&< 1. 
Conversely, suppose that cd, _C < 1. Then cd, &Ii < 1 for all i by 
Lemmas 12 and 13. Let &I’ = u &I;? and form the exact, commutative 
diagram 
0 0 
1 1 
L=@ Li 
i 1 
O-+N+ @ S,(R)-,AR-tO 
PC.@ 
1 1 Ii 
O-K-+ @ AiR -+AR-+O 
1 i 
0 0 
where the middle vertical sequence is just the coproduct of the extensions to 
_C of the sequences 
O+L,+ @ S,(R)+A,R+O. 
p6.y; 
By Lemma 11, Li is generated in &4j, and consequently L is generated in M’. 
Since cd, _C < 1, N is projective, and since K(q) = 0 for (I E &4’, it follows 
from Lemma 10 that K is projective. 
Now let c be the poset defined in the introduction. Every element of _d is 
preceded by a minimal element ei, and so if d^R denotes the constant R- 
valued diagram in A&, then we have an exact sequence 
O+&@S,i(R)+d^R+O. (5) 
i 
Now the restrictions of (4) and (5) to _C - _M’ are the same, and since K and 
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k are nonzero only on the open subset _C - &l’ of _C and c, respectively, we 
see from Lemma 5 that pd K = pd k. This gives 
COKOLLARY 15. If each element of _C is in only a finite number of tails. 
then cd, &l< 1 if and only if cd, c < 1 and cd, &f ,< 1 for each tail &I. 
3. THE CASE OF_~ 
To complete the proof of Theorem 3, in view of Corollary I5 it suffices to 
prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 16. Let _C be a pose1 in which every element is preceded by at 
least one and only finitely many @ima elements. Then cd, _C < 1 if and 
only if_C contains neither _C, nor 7” as a retract. 
Proof In 13, Lemma 71 it is shown that cd, _C, = 2. Therefore by 
Lemma 4. we have cd, _C > 2 for any poset _C containing _C, as a retract. 
That the same is true if _C contains yr’ as a retract is a consequence of the 
following general lemma. 
LEMMA 17. If _C is any poset, then 
cd,&= 1 +cd,_C. 
Proof. Let e, and e2 be the minimal elements of c. In .A’” we have an 
exact sequence 
where JR and AR are constant R-valued over c and _C, respectively, and AR 
extends AR by adding zeros. Since the middle term is projective, the result 
follows from the sequence and Lemma 5. 
Before completing the proof of Lemma 16, let us recall that a cover for an 
element p of a poset is an element 9 such that p < q and for no r do we have 
p < r < q. The element p is well-covered if whenever p ( r we have p < q < r 
for some cover q. 
LEMMA 18. Let _C be a poset, and let _D be a subset obtained by 
removing from _C some well-covered minimal elements with only one cover. 
Then cd, _D = cd, _C unless cd, _D = 0, in which case cd, _C ,< 1. Moreover _D 
is a retract of _C. 
ProoJ Consider the exact sequence in .H-c 
O+N+ @ S,(R)-*AR+O. 
PEC 
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Restricting to _O, we get 
O+N’+ @ S,(R)@@SJR)-+A’R-tO, 
PED e 
where e runs through the deleted minimal elements with only one cover q,. 
Since N(e) = 0 for such e, we have pd N’ = pd N by Lemma 5. The first 
statement follows easily from this. The second statement is obvious, 
assigning qe to e in the retraction. 
We can now complete the proof of Lemma 16. Suppose cd, _C > 2. Then 
cd, C, > 2 for some q E _C by Lemma 8. Since C, is clearly a retract of _C, 
and a retract of a retract is again a retract, we have reduced to the case 
where _C has a terminal element and only a finite number of minimal 
elements. By Lemma 6 we may remove all nominimal elements which are 
preceded by just one minimal element. Suppose some minimal element e is 
not well-covered. Then for some limit ordinal y we have 7”” following e in _C 
and no element of _C follows e and precedes every member of yap. Since each 
member of yap is preceded by a minimal element other than e and there are 
only a finite number of minimal elements, it follows that there is a minimal 
element f other than e precedin every member of 7”“. It is now easy to 
3. construct a retraction r: _C -+ 7 , just define r(p) to be the sup of the 
ordinals less than y which p precedes if it does not precede them all, and 
otherwise define r(p) =f or e depending on whether p # e or p = e. 
We may thus assume that every minimal element of e is well covered. If 
there is one with just one cover, we may remove it without creating any new 
minimal elements since every nonminimal element is preceded by at least 
two minimal elements. Then by Lemma 18 we can apply induction on the 
number of minimal elements. We have now reduced to the case where _C is a 
poset with a terminal element and only a finite number of minimal elements, 
every nonminimal element is preceded by at least two minimal elements, and 
each minimal element has at least two covers. But now one can argue exactly 
as in [ 3, Lemma 12 1 that C contains _C, as a retract. 
Remark 1. In the statement of the main Theorem 3, one might hope to 
replace c by _C itself. However, let 
where I denotes the one element poset. Then c = $p, and so cd C > 2. 
However, the tails of C are countable, and _C contains neither C, nor p as a 
retract. 
Remark 2. One can define the R-homological dimension of _C by 
hd, _C = wd AR, 
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where wd denotes weak (or flat) dimension. It has been shown by Cheng 
(unpublished) that if R is a field and _C is any poset, then hd, _C < 1 if and 
only if _C does not contain _C,, as a retract. 
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